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What’s Wrong With Trust on the Internet?
The Internet has dramatically increased the number of people who users 

can interact with, but it has not done much to help users trust them
# of well-

known contacts  
(Dunbar 
number)

150 

Average # of 
Facebook 

friends 

350 

# of potential contacts on the Internet

HIGH LOW

3,800,000,000

LEVEL OF TRUST



Volume & quality of content 
Social platforms and messengers are flooded with 
unwanted messages and inaccurate or misleading 
content that lead to faulty decision making. 

Maximum # of trusted contacts is limited 
The Dunbar number says the average person can 
maintain at most 150 trusted connections, yet today’s 
world demands interactions well beyond this limit. 

Not enough trust online 
Instead of completing transactions online, users rely on 
phone calls and face-to-face meetings to consummate 
transactions.

Problems
Fundamental Issues With Content & Trust Issues With Centralized Reputation

Partial and fragmented 
A user’s reputation is fragmented across multiple 
services, hindering an efficient, comprehensive & 
transparent view of their trustworthiness. 

Limited ability to manage it 
Reputation data is embedded and owned by application 
creators who control and exploit it. 

Lack of portability 
After investing significant effort in fostering trust in one 
community, users are unable to transfer their trust 
elsewhere.



Opportunity
Greater trust unlocks economic opportunities for billions of people

Economic 
opportunities 

>$2.7T

Sharing economy 
$335B

Social networks & 
messengers 
$150B

B2B 
$1.8T

Online-to-offline (O2O) 
$431B

Annual worldwide 
revenue by use case by 
2025 

Market cap in the trillions 
for a cryptocurrency that 
will power 10-20% 
economic opportunities 
on a blockchain

Sources: PwC, Facebook, Forrester, TechCrunch



Use Cases
The Human Trust Protocol is valuable in many scenarios

Messengers and Online 
Communities 

Reputation and trust results 
from understanding 
interactions in messaging, 
group chats and online 
forums. Trust among users is 
increased, and It becomes 
possible to surface experts 
and influencers.

Peer-to-Peer Marketplaces 

Transactions between 
sellers and buyers of 
products and services can 
be rated, reviewed and their 
outcomes tracked. This 
reputation history conveys 
the trustworthiness of 
sellers and even the 
reliability of buyers.

Social Networks 

By associating posts, 
sponsored updates, and 
marketing messages 
reactions and activity from 
users and companies, 
trustworthy sources of 
content are surfaced, and 
the authenticity of 
information can be known.



Human Trust Protocol
Introducing



Human Trust Protocol

1. Verifiable & portable trust 
2. Self-sovereign reputation data 
3. Multi-dimensional reputation 
4. Context-sensitive trust scoring 
5. Incentivization of trustworthy interactions

Solves endemic trust problems & usable in any community and marketplace



Three Pillars of the Protocol
Identity 

Foundations 
Associate reputation data to 
identities. Each account will 
reference an identity using 

decentralized digital identities

Reputation 
Past outcomes 

Capture rich and raw reputation 
data by which applications can 
enable users to make the best 

interpretation of trustworthiness 

Trust 
Future behavior 

Provides for evaluating a user’s 
capability and intent on a new 

interaction

Decentralized Trust Network

Human Trust Protocol



Public & Decentralized Blockchain
HTP Node

Task Store

Reputations

Tasks

Off-Chain 
Data 
Storage

Public Permissioned Blockchain

Wallets

Validator Nodes

Observer 
Nodes

Clients

Decentralized Trust Network Client Application

Application Logic

Trust Evaluator(s)

Decentralized nodes anchor 
verifiable data on a blockchain with 
scalable data storage off-chain.

The trust network uses a multi-layer node 
approach for scalability. Validator nodes 
accepting write transactions and synchronize 
using BFT consensus. Observer nodes provide 
read-only requests and mainly serve reputation 
data

Clients access the 
Protocol for reputation 
data to help users 
assess trust. Trust 
evaluators score 
reputation data.



Trust Stake

On interactions and 
transactions, participants 
pledge stakes. 

Scenario 1 
When a task is successful, 
participants earn reputation 
and get their stake back in 
addition to rewards.

EXECUTION FEE

+ RECORD IN 
REPUTATION PROFILE

STAKE

MONEY

Hub Network

Contractor

Customer

Incentive for trustworthy interactions



Trust Stake

Hub Network

Contractor

Customer

Arbitrator decides in 
favor of the Contractor

Scenario 1

Arbitrator

Customer 
not satisfied 
with results

Arbitrator decides in 
favor of the Customer

Scenario 2 
When an interaction does 
not go as expected, an 
arbitrator may get involved. 
If they decide in favor of the 
customer, the trust stake for 
both are redistributed to the 
customer. Either way, both 
participants develop more 
reputation from their 
interaction.

EXECUTION FEE

RECORD IN 
REPUTATION PROFILE

STAKE

MONEY



Hub Token Economy & Uses
1. Pledging stake 

on tasks
Incentivizes users to be 
trustworthy

2. Operation of 
nodes

Incentivizes increased 
decentralization of the network

3. Payment for 
task usage

Incentivizes community 
developers to create additional 
application scenarios

4. Payment Increases adoption and 
engagement of the Protocol by 
users

Task Developers

Foundation

Users

Full Nodes

Market



Task Store
Many interactions will need trust

Developers in the community can create 
new tasks for a Task Store to extend the 
Protocol and mine tokens from their use

• Sell a product or service 
• Post a job 
• Join a community 
• Make a post

• Sign a contract 
• Collect an invoice 
• Arbitrate a dispute 
• Assign a title

Examples:



Proof of concept reputation system for ICOs

Find the Best ICOs 

Trust scores are 
calculated on ICO 

projects and investors 
from multiple data 

sources

Users stake on votes on the 
likelihood of ICO success 

and are rewarded if they’re 
right

Proof of concept 
application built on the 
first implementation of 

HTP

Find the Best Investors Integrated with HTP



Hub App
Communities 
Hubs, which are communities, that 
organize around industries, business 
communities, interests, networks, 
associations, and collective efforts

Messaging 
Built-in messaging system for fast and 
secure one-on-one and group 
messaging (including multimedia 
messages, document attachments, 
voice/video chats and chatbots)

Integrated with HTP 
The Hub app will serve as both a consumer 
and contributor to the Protocol’s reputation 
data in helping users create trust in the 
communities that the app will support

Transactions 
Transactions will be supported on the 
community and the peer-to-peer levels

Security and Privacy 
End-to-end encryption of both 
messaging and community content 
with opportunities to decentralize the 
app’s backend

The Hub app is a next-generation 
professional network built on a 
messenger experience 

It will serve as a proof of concept that 
will use and advance the Protocol



Roadmap
HTP Testnet delivered 

Development of Hub app 
Begin ICOhub “PoC” application

ICOhub “PoC” application 
Provisional launch of HTP

MVP launch of HTP 
Launch of Hub token 

Select community partners 
Security audits

HTP version 2 launch 
Hub App MVP with HTP

HTP version 3 launch

(Task taxonomy, task store)

Trust stakes defaults white paper

“PoC” Trust Evaluators

NETWORK  
LAUNCH

Q4

Mar/
Apr Q2 Q4

Q1Q2

2018

2019



“The currency of the new economy is trust.”
—Rachel Botsman



Hub
t.me/hubtoken



Legal Disclaimer 
THIS PRESENTATION DOES NOT GIVE PERSONAL, LEGAL OR FINANCIAL ADVICE. YOU ARE STRONGLY ENCOURAGED TO SEEK YOUR OWN PROFESSIONAL, LEGAL AND FINANCIAL ADVICE. 

As of the date of publication of this presentation, Hub Tokens have no known potential uses outside of the Hub platform ecosystem and are not permitted to be sold or otherwise traded on third-party exchanges. This 
presentation does not constitute advice nor a recommendation by Hub, its officers, directors, managers, employees, agents, advisors or consultants, or any other person to any recipient of this document on the merits of the 
participation in the Hub Token Sale. Participation in the Hub Token Sale carries substantial risk and may involve special risks that could lead to a loss of all or a substantial portion of amounts used to purchase Hub Tokens. 
The purchaser of Hub Tokens undertakes that such purchaser understands and has significant experience in cryptocurrencies, blockchain systems and services, and that such purchaser fully understands the risks associated with 
tokens as well as the mechanism related to the use of cryptocurrencies (including storage of tokens). Do not participate in the Hub Token Sale unless you are prepared to lose the entire amount you allocated to purchasing Hub 
Tokens. Hub Tokens should not be acquired for speculative or investment purposes with the expectation of making a profit or immediate resale. Hub shall not be responsible for any loss of Hub Tokens, or situations making it 
impossible to access Hub Tokens, which may result from any actions or omissions of the user, or any person undertaking the acquisition of Hub Tokens, as well as in case of hacker attacks. 

No promises of future performance or value are or will be made with respect to Hub Tokens, including no promise of inherent value, no promise of continuing payments, and no guarantee that Hub Tokens will hold any 
particular value. Unless prospective participants fully understand and accept the nature of Hub and the potential risks inherent in Hub Tokens, they should not participate in the Hub Token Sale. Hub Tokens are not 
participation in Hub and Hub Tokens hold no rights in Hub. Hub Tokens are sold as a functional good and all proceeds received by Hub may be spent freely by Hub, absent any conditions set out in this presentation. This 
presentation is not a prospectus or disclosure document. This presentation is for information only. Written authorization is required for distribution of any or all parts contained herein.  

Hub’s business is subject to various laws and regulations in the countries where it operates or intends to operate. No regulatory authority has examined or approved of any of the information provided in this presentation. No 
such action has been or will be taken under the laws, regulatory requirements, or rules of any jurisdiction. The regulatory status of tokens and distributed ledger technology is unclear or unsettled in many jurisdictions. It is 
difficult to predict how or whether regulatory agencies may apply existing regulation with respect to such technology and its applications, including the Hub platform and Hub Tokens. It is likewise difficult to predict how or 
whether legislatures or regulatory agencies may implement changes to laws and regulations affecting distributed ledger technology and its applications, including the Hub platform and Hub Tokens. Regulatory actions could 
negatively affect the Hub platform and Hub Tokens in various ways, including, for purposes of illustration only, through a determination that the purchase, sale and delivery of Hub Tokens constitutes unlawful activity or that 
Hub Tokens are a regulated instrument that requires registration or the licensing of some or all of the parties involved in the purchase, sale and delivery thereof. There is a risk that certain activities of Hub may be deemed in 
violation of laws or regulations. Penalties for any such potential violation would be unknown. Additionally, changes in applicable laws or regulations or evolving interpretations of existing law could, in certain circumstances, 
result in increased compliance costs or capital expenditures, which could impede Hub’s ability to carry on the business model and the Hub Tokens model proposed in this presentation. The Hub platform may cease operations 
in a jurisdiction in the event that regulatory actions, or changes to laws or regulations, make it illegal to operate in such jurisdiction or commercially undesirable to obtain the necessary regulatory approval(s) to operate in such 
jurisdiction. 

This presentation is for information purposes only and is subject to change. Hub cannot guarantee the accuracy of the statements made or conclusions reached in this document. You agree that you purchase, receive and hold 
the Hub Tokens at your own risk and that the Hub Tokens are provided on an “as is” basis without warranties of any kind, either express or implied.  Hub does not make and expressly disclaims all representations and 
warranties (whether express or implied by statute or otherwise) whatsoever, including but not limited to: 

•	 any representations or warranties relating to merchantability, fitness for a particular purpose, suitability, wage, title or non-infringement; 

•	 that the contents of this document are accurate and free from any errors; and 

•	 that such contents do not infringe any third party rights.  

Hub shall have no liability for damages of any kind arising out of the use, reference to or reliance on the contents of this document, even if advised of the possibility of such damages. 

It is your responsibility to determine if you are legally allowed to purchase the Hub Tokens in your jurisdiction and whether you can then resell the Hub Tokens to another purchaser in any given jurisdiction. You bear the sole 
responsibility for determining or assessing the tax implications of purchasing, receiving and holding the Hub Tokens in all respects and in any relevant jurisdiction. 

This presentation includes references to third party data and industry publications. Hub believes that this industry data is accurate and that its estimates and assumptions are reasonable; however, there are no assurances as to 
the accuracy or completeness of this data. Third party sources generally state the information contained therein has been obtained from sources believed to be reliable; however, there are no assurances as to the accuracy or 
completeness of included information. Although the data are believed to be reliable, Hub has not independently verified any of the data from third party sources referred to in this presentation or ascertained the underlying 
assumptions relied upon by such sources.



Please note that Hub may decide to amend the intended functionality of its Hub Tokens in order to ensure compliance with any legal or regulatory requirements to which we are subject. In the event that Hub decides to amend 
the intended functionality of its Hub Tokens, Hub will update the relevant contents of this presentation and upload the latest version of this to its website. 

This presentation does not constitute an agreement that binds Hub. Hub, its directors, officers, employees, and associates do not warrant or assume any legal liability arising out of or related to the accuracy, reliability, or 
completeness of any material contained in this presentation. To the fullest extent permitted by any applicable law in any jurisdiction, Hub shall not be liable for any indirect, special, incidental, consequential or other losses 
arising out of, or in connection with, this presentation, including, but not limited to, loss of revenue, loss of income or profits, and loss of data. 

Persons who intend to purchase Hub Tokens should seek the advice of independent experts before committing to any action set out in this presentation. 

In addition, this presentation may be updated or altered, with the latest version of the presentation prevailing over previous versions, and we are not obliged to give you any notice of the fact or content of any changes. The 
latest version of the presentation in English is available at the website http://bit.ly/HubPresentationEnglish. 

Any Hub Tokens could be impacted by regulatory action, including potential restrictions on the ownership, use or possession of such tokens. Regulators or other circumstances may demand that the mechanics of the Hub 
Tokens be altered, all or in part. Hub may revise mechanics to comply with regulatory requirements or other governmental or business obligations.  

This presentation and the related documents may be translated into languages other than English. Should a conflict or an inconsistency arise between the English-language version and a foreign-language version, the English-
language version of this presentation shall govern and prevail. 

CAUTION REGARDING FORWARD-LOOKING STATEMENTS 
This presentation contains forward-looking statements or information (collectively “forward-looking statements”) that relate to Hub’s current expectations and views of future events. In some cases, these forward-looking 
statements can be identified by words or phrases such as “may”, “will”, “expect”, “anticipate”, “aim”, “estimate”, “intend”, “plan”, “seek”, “believe”, “potential”, “continue”, “is/are likely to” or the negative of these terms, or 
other similar expressions intended to identify forward-looking statements. Hub has based these forward-looking statements on its current expectations and projections about future events and financial trends that it believes 
may affect its financial condition, results of operations, business strategy, financial needs, or the results of the Hub Token Sale or the value or price stability of the Hub Tokens. 

All information here that is forward-looking is speculative in nature and may change in response to numerous outside forces, including technological innovations, regulatory factors, and/or currency fluctuations, including but 
not limited to the market value of cryptocurrencies. 

In addition to statements relating to the matters set out here, this presentation contains forward-looking statements related to Hub’s proposed operating model. The model speaks to its objectives only, and is not a forecast, 
projection or prediction of future results of operations. 

Forward-looking statements are based on certain assumptions and analysis made by Hub in light of its experience and perception of historical trends, current conditions and expected future developments and other factors it 
believes are appropriate, and are subject to risks and uncertainties. Although the forward-looking statements contained in this presentation are based upon what Hub believes are reasonable assumptions, these risks, 
uncertainties, assumptions and other factors could cause Hub’s actual results, performance, achievements and experience to differ materially from its expectations expressed, implied or perceived in forward-looking statements. 
Given such risks, prospective participants in a Token Sale should not place undue reliance on these forward-looking statements. [Risks and uncertainties include, but are not limited to, those identified in the Token Sale terms 
and conditions.] These are not a definitive list of all factors associated with purchasing Hub Tokens. 

Hub undertakes no obligation to update any forward-looking statement to reflect events or circumstances after the date of this presentation. 

http://bit.ly/HubPresentation

